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A  BOUDICA POINT OF VIEW: Take No Prisoners! 
By Alexis Ainsworth – July 2011 
Anecdotal repartee in the spirit of ‘been there, done that, know whence, whom, and of what is spoken’ 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
“JULY 7, 2011 UPDATE:  ONE MORE SOROS SHOT ACROSS THE BOW: ‘NEWS OF 
THE WORLD GOES DOWN’.  BSkyB IN DANGER OF MISCARRYING;  BECK 
BELIEVES HIS MORMON GOD AVENGING INJUSTICE AGAINST HIM - 
NEWSCORP/FOX  COVERT SALE OF HIS HEAD TO SOROS!”   
 
 
                                    
                                   ******************************** 
Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary, Spring-Summer 2011:  
The harvesting of notions that amuse - from people whose arrogance amuses. The dynamics of ‘thought-production’ 
determine the noumena of a word’s communication value.  The arrogance of self-approbating intellectual ‘opinion’ 
is the measure of a mind incapable of thought-product of high-energy intelligence levels 
 
                                                        
In May 2011 Alexis Ainsworth wrote: 
 
BELOW - SEE THE TIMELINE OF THE NEWSCORP-SOROS -U.K. GOVERNMENT MENAGE A TROIS – 
AND, THEN TRY TO RATIONALIZE THE TIMING OF ‘NEWS OF THE WORLD’S’ DEMISE – POSSIBLY 
TAKING BSKYB WITH IT ----- THAT IS, UNLESS PRINCE AWALEED’S ‘KINGDOM HOLDINGS’ ARE 
HOLDING SUFFICIENT INVESTMENT IN U.K. SECURITIES AND CURRENCY TO OFF-SET SOROS’ 
HAND.   
                                                      

 NEVER APOLOGIZE FOR SEEING THE TEA LEAVES AHEAD OF THE CROWD:   
 
IN  MAY 2011, ALEXIS AINSWORTH WROTE:  MURDOCH-SOROS SHOT-GUN 
WEDDING, VOWS PERFORMED BY U.K. GOV PIMPING FOR SOROS : MURDOCH 
GETS TO KEEP THE BABY NAMED BSKYB  (NEWSCORP/FOX  WILL REGRET 
SELLING BECK’S HEAD TO        

            THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT AS RANSOM TO SOROS)                                
 
 
 

ENTRIES IN The Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary, Spring-Summer 2011:  
The harvesting of notions that amuse - from people whose arrogance amuses. The dynamics of ‘thought-production’ 
determine the noumena of a word’s communication value.  The arrogance of self-approbating intellectual ‘opinion’ 
is the measure of a mind incapable of thought-product of high-energy intelligence levels 
 
 
May 2011 Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary Entry:   
 
BELOW SEE:  

• BECK’S DEPARTURE FROM FOX – THE UNPUBLISHED STORY 

http://boudicabpi.wordpress.com/
http://boudicabpi.wordpress.com/%e2%80%9ca-boudica-point-of-view-take-no-prisoners%e2%80%9d/


       PART I:    THE MORMON’S GREAT-GREAT DEPRESSION 
                              THE MORMON’S WHITE HOUSE PREDICTION: “2 MEN”    

        PART II:  SOROS-MURDOCH-UK GOVERNMENT SHOT-GUN  
                          WEDDING; FETUS BSkyB 
 
                          TIMELINE:  DEVELOPMENTS PERTAINING TO 
                          NEWSCORP BSkyB TAKEOVER PARALLEL TO SOROS’  

                               ATTACKS ON FOX/BECK. :  
 

 
MAY/JUNE 2011 ENTRY:  
 

While Obama’s Alinsky-modeled organized communities queue up for food stamps and the Federal 
Reserve continues to destroy jobs for those who want to work – there are six prima facie social 
commodities that will remain culturally familiar for those not of a Phileas Fogg world view..  The 
first three are: .   
 

            1)    THE WORD ‘NIGGER’ WILL REMAIN A NATIONAL TREASURE, 
  
2.) OBAMA WILL NOT STOP EXPLOITING ‘NIGGER’ IN  
       CODE -SPEAK  
 
3.)  NEWSCORP/FOX  WILL REGRET SELLING BECK’S HEAD TO        

THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT AS RANSOM TO SOROS (May 2011)     
 
                                                   
Additionally,  
 
4.)-  OBAMA will continue to use every device possible to circumvent the Constitution in order to coerce America 
into the fundamental transformation of his vision of a Fascist-Marxist coast-to-coast Neighborhood under his 
dictatorship managed by a coalition of Holder, The New Black Panthers & ACORN, Radical Islamists, Union 
Thugs, the Clintons, The Fed,  e.g. the Bilderbergs...     
 
5.)-   ANN COUTER will not stop wanting to sell books; to promote herself as a national treasure on the theory she 
is a constitutional scholar, a polished historian, a sophisticated wit deserving of Florence King’s mantle, a Reality 
T.V. Rapunzel, and America’s social arbiter on all things except heterosexual love and marriage, while 
authoritatively informing the public that the word Nigger is precisely what it is not: (It is not a word exclusively the 
property of “a unique history’ in America, as she has recently claimed)..  .  
 
6.) -   “SPOOKY-DUDE” will not release his grip on NewsCorp regardless of what Murdoch does from here on 
out to try to divorce him. (Those who get in bed with Soros are never granted a divorce, from Steve Gilbert – one of 
George’s early U.S. water carriers – onward. The only exception may be Paul Reichmann, never a water carrier but 
caught in a vice with him - who once in bed with him at Canary Wharf opted out ASAP – which in itself is an 
interesting study in the sociology between two Hungarian-born Jews who could not be more different).  
 
(*)  Coulter will automatically misconstrue inclusion in an exclusive line-up of the world’s most disgusting social 
topics, as Ms. C depends on repugnancy as a means of drawing attention to herself. 
 
 
Just about everything else that is wrong is rolled into the foregoing, excepting the Coulter item. She is an iconic 
stand-alone, gratingly verbose comic, mentioned because she stuck her nose into the “Nigger” item to appease her 
media-attention deficit.  World economies, the present and past robber-barons of Goldman-S and The Treasury, the 



usual migratory slime populating the socio-political-economic grid of the U.S. and its world handlers under and over 
Obama’s care - from the U.N. The Fed, to the IMF, to The Muslim Brotherhood, et al -  are all still in place and 
elements of the foregoing guarantees of America’s status quo.. .   .  
 
There is, though, a time-element to the skew of each of these that is worth noting:  
  
Obama will be removed from the Oval Office forcibly, if the New Black Panthers, ACORN, the ACLU, SEIU, and 
Teacher’s Union Thugs, Warren Buffett, Goldman-Sachs alumni, and the shareholders of The Fed rig the 2012 
election as they did 2008’s.   
 
The true social ownership of the word ‘Nigger’ will, in the same time frame, be outed and recognized as America’s 
most closely guarded National Treasure to the country’s destruction – and why as well as how.  .   
 
Hannity and Limbaugh’s audiences will weary of their “La Coulter” slobberings – and - Florence King will be 
shown to deserve 40 whacks for having ever publicly acknowledged her. 
 
George Soros and Rupert Murdoch will die – in the not too distant future, but will remain married until then.  
 
Finally, The Fed will be made to relinquish its leasehold on America. Though this gets a bit sticky until all of the 
other stuff is exposed.  We’ll know when the time has come  when Maurice Strong goes skinny-dipping in the 
Baring Sea never to be seen again..    
 
And, as a footnote, Fannie and Freddie will have finally gone the way of HUD’s 1960’s scandal legacy – without 
help from the clever Bruce Rozet, of Commonwealth United Corp, and the too-clever-by-half Bernie Cornfeld, of 
IOS. They’ve managed to become a larger scandal with the covert antics of Barney Frank and Chris Dodd.  . 
 
                                                       *************** 
 
 
Entry, Veni, Vidi, Vixi Diary – May 2011 
 

BECK’S DEPARTURE FROM FOX – THE UNPUBLISHED STORY: 
 
Beck is genuinely committed to Mormonism – it intrinsically and literally meets the test of his preoccupations with a 
gold standard on all moral and economic plateaus, from gold bullion to golden hearts. 
 
Keeping this in mind, Beck had an agenda at Fox that he aborted once his destiny was clear in his head. His destiny 
was put in place by George Soros – that is, its timing was, and after all what is destiny if not timing.  Beck’s 
departure from Fox is a two-pronged event.   
 
 
PART I:  The Mormon part of Beck’s agenda relative to Fox: 
 
Though Beck had been making plans to build an empire he is genuinely committed to the whole Mormon Thing that 
predicts his agenda and its destiny – all of which has been crafted into his message, not so subtly as he and non-
Mormons have thought.  He rides the steed of the “White Horse Prophecies” of Joseph Smith (mid 19th c.) 
predicting that the U.S. Constitution would “hang by a thread” during these momentous times that are now 
commencing; and, he supports Israel because the third president of the Mormon Church, John Taylor, prophesied in 
the late 19th/early-20th c. as follows, “When the people shall have torn to shreds the Constitution of the United States 
the Elders of Israel will be found holding it up to the nations of the earth and proclaiming liberty and equal rights to 
all men.”(*)  And Beck is not disturbed that it would seem the Mormons managed to circumvent The Fed Reserve’s 
1933 collusion with FDR to abolish the gold standard, and collect all of the gold bullion in America for their private 
coffers at the penalty of ten years imprisonment for anyone failing to comply – while somehow the Mormons 
managed to keep control of their Utah gold and silver ore mines reputed to be the largest in the country;  one being 
‘The Dream Mine’ officially known as The Relief Mine – and the “Humbug” mine. Which are prophesied to ‘save 



the U.S. from further catastrophes” once the death and starvation imminently expected is underway; their profits will 
be used to build grain silos able to store one million bushels of wheat to feed thousands of people who will flee the 
Rocky Mountains during these times – according to their prophesy.   And that’s just for “stahters” as L.B. Mayer’s 
pride and joy, daughter Edie Goetz, would famously assert about everything. The “White Horse Prophecies” made 
well over 100 years ago, predict that by 2012 “two of the faithful adherents to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints, are but one election away from becoming the President of The United States”. (Would this be Romney 
and Huntsman – coincidentally? .    
Reputedly, there has recently been substantial mining activity detected at the famous ‘Relief Mine’ 
  
(*) This would seem to countermand everything that Beck attacks concerning a global world order social and 
economic infrastructure, as it is The Elders of Zion who created the first ‘private world bank’, The Bank of England, 
in cahoots with the whole cloth and history of the Bilderberg lineage. Nonetheless, it’s right there in the Mormon 
docs.   
 
Speaking of coincidences: Why do the wives and female siblings of all successful Mormon men from Ed Smart, to 
the Hunstsmans, Romney, and everyone in between, basically look alike? Blonde, same facial features, same eyes, 
same Stepford-Wife behavior?  Genealogical strains of polygamy?  Or, the exotic Brianstalin theory of  
reincarnation, who dubiously claims that “souls reincarnate in groups” from past life connections advancing along 
on some sort of linear time scale (contrary to relativity theory)  God forbid that the current White House admin mob 
should return along with their Kenyan and Islamic contingent all in one time-space!).   
 
Or, perhaps what may be genealogical phenomenon can be used by Coulter as basis for her contrived “Demonic 
mob” theory (she ought to have become informed of the Thermodynamic laws of enthalpy and entropy before 
attempting to cover the phenomena of human ‘mob’ behavior).  
 
 
PART II:  SOROS AND MURDOCH MARRY 
Murdoch wants BSkyB badly enough to have married Soros.   
VOWS PERFORMED BY U.K. GOVERNMENT PIMPING FOR SOROS 
 
 
TIMELINE:   DEVELOPMENTS PERTAINING TO NEWSCORP BSkyB TAKEOVER 
PARALLEL TO SOROS’ ATTACKS ON FOX/BECK. :  
 
Anyone who believes in coincidences of the following scale of magnitude ought also to refer to all of the usual 
clichés about bridges and tooth fairies. 
 
 

THE FLOW CHART:  
 
 
JUNE 2010:  MURDOCH ANNOUNCES PROPOSAL TO ACQUIRE 
                       REMAINING 61% SHARES OF BSkyB,  
 
THROUGHOUT 2010 BECK IS MAKING “SPOOKY DUDE” A HOUSEHOLD NAME, SOROS GOES 
BALLISTIC, INCREASES INVESTMENT IN MEDIA ORGS TO DESTROY BECK AND FOX  
 
12-21-10:       EU APPROVES BSKYB BID;  
 
SOROS THREATENS UK GOV TO DESTROY BRITISH POUND – AGAIN 
 
INCREASING FUNDING TO MEDIA MATTERS, HUFFPOST, AND OTHER SOROS’ FUNDED ORGS 
TO STEP UP SMEAR CAMPAIGN TO STOP BECK/FOX. 
 



SOROS PRESSURE ON UK GOV SUCCEEDS: 
 
1-20-11:        UK REGULATORS EXPRESS CONCERN OVER BSKYB  
                      TAKEOVER / NEWS DIVERSITY; MURDOCH TO ‘MAKE 
                      CONCESSION’ SELL SKY NEWS TO SEAL BSKYB DEAL 
 
1-25-11:        UK CULTURE SEC JEREMY HUNT DELAYS BSKYB TAKEOVER   
                      DECISION ‘OVER PHONE HACKING’;  
 
3-3-11:          UK GOV GIVES GREEN LIGHT TO NEWSCORP FOR BSKYB  
                      ACQUISITION;  
 
4-2-11:           BSKYB TAKEOVER DECISION DEFENDED BY UK GOV/HUNT 
 
4-6-11:           BECK ANNOUNCES DEPARTURE FROM FOX; 
 
UK/HUNT HAD BEEN EXPECTED TO SIGN OFF ON FINAL DEAL AT END OF APRIL; DELAYS 
CLOSE, “MANY OBJECTORS” 
 
5-20-11:         UK/HUNT ANNOUNCES WILL NOT RUSH BSKYB CLOSE  
                       WANTS CERTAIN FINAL CHECK ON GUARANTEES,  
                       REASSURES 40,000 COMPLAINTS SEEKING ASSURANCES,  
                       DEAL WILL CLOSE FOLLOWING THOROUGH CHECK OF  
                       TERMS’; -  
  
5-25-11:         SOROS’ STEP UPS ALL-OUT WAR ON FOX AND  
                       ADVERTISERS, SETS-UP ‘DROPFOX’ WEBSITE. 
 
6-3-11:           FOX ANNOUNCES DEPARTURE DATE FOR BECK IS 6-30-11 
 
Somewhere along this timeline Soros declared he had finally come to terms with realizing he is God. 
 
 
                                                    ************* 
 
 
THE SOROS-MURDOCH-UK GOVERNMENT MARRIAGE 
 
 
Why the Soros/Murdoch marriage will not be dissolved until a couple of things occur (see 
below) and Beck’s departure has damaged Fox: 
 
Beck’s departure time from his regular 5 p.m. slot at Fox had come, it was made gone by Fox a bit too early to be to 
Fox’ benefit.  Fox ought to have wrung dry the value of his exclusive message in media before drying it out 
prematurely.  Obviously, Beck is an anomaly, one that never quite shakes an image of being a fraud, despite the fact 
that he actually cannot be a fraud; he is much too religiously annoying to be anything other than a fully indoctrinated 
Mormon missionary. Proselytizer..  
 
However, once the mystery of how much damage Obama & his Thugs may have levied on Fox - and, Soros may 
have been able to levy on Murdoch the game was over. The real drama of Beck, Soros, & Obama that had driven 
Fox’ ratings and were Fox’ biggest show! A brilliant behind the scenes drama in the public’s mind – that they wrote, 
dramatized, and rated, each on his own.  It did not even require advertisers, it sold itself – remotely – in the 
imaginations of those who loved Beck and those who hated Beck. 
 



There were no more cliff-hangers to entice viewers to Fox at the rate they had come because of Beck, though they 
may not like Beck they wanted to be a part of the dynamic of Fox – created only by Beck’s irascible effect of 
shaking up Fox across the program-lode. And, everyone who was caught up in the energy of this (stupidly so) was 
living vicariously, in the process prostituting their limp-lives by creating Fox and Beck, by their personal writing of 
‘the end of the story’ in their heads – until Fox stopped their vicarious creative life.  Murdoch lost all of that revenue 
for the sake of trying to acquire BSkyB. 
 
Once it became apparent that Soros had levied pressure on the Brits to block Murdoch’s efforts to acquire BSkyB by 
threatening to once again sabotage the Brit economy if Murdoch did not give up Beck, the dynamic that sizzled from 
the Beck-natural-combustion phenomenon, that had ignited the tedium of Fox cast of show-hosts, fizzled: 
 
Mephisto-Soros’ undercover use of the Brit government to broker Beck’s departure sooner rather than later is a cost 
that puts the cost of BSkyB to NewsCorp/Murdoch-Ailes far higher than it will ever be worth under the pressure of a 
compounding discount rate over an infinite time curve eating up Fox’ economy.  As brilliantly as Murdoch may 
think he incised Beck from Fox without having it appear to be a Soros’ deal-win, he failed. Dr. Murdoch’s only way 
out of his deal with Mephisto will be death – whichever of them goes first. They may go together, at their age. The 
good news is that Obama will go away soon but of what use is this to Fox now? 
 
                                                      ************ 
 
 
TOODLE-LOO, MR. BECK, LET’S HOPE THAT OBAMA IS GONE SOON ENOUGH FOR YOUR GBTV 
BUSINESS PLAN – IF NOT HE WILL SABOTAGE AMERICA’S FCC AND OTHER REGULATORY LAWS 
TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOU ARE ‘DUN-IN’; YOU ARE ONE HECK OF A SMART BUSINESS 
ENTREPRENEUR, BUT, YOU HAVE THE CARNIVAL BARKER SNAKE-OIL SALESMEN TO DEAL WITH 
- BUFFETT, GATES, IMMELT – ON THRU; THEY HAVE A BIG STAKE IN KEEPING A CORRUPT 
GOVERNMENT IN POWER;  
 
…the fun part 
 
 
Toodle-Loo, Mr. Beck, let’s hope that Obama has been de-throned soon enough for your GBTV business plan 
to work. If not he will use every ‘nigger czar’ in his administration to sabotage all of America’s  FCC-
regulated businesses to make certain that you are ‘dun-in’ – and then the agenda of his administration will 
have achieved its goal of total societal chaos – and he, himself, will be tanked by his own dictatorial system!  
He will have taken himself down in the process of strangling media that he loathes and fears, along with the 
MS media that props up the poor teleprompter that is only as good as are Obama’s sociopathic mind’s 
limitations.  
 
On second thought: It occurs that this may be your strategy: A MORMON-SPONSORED GBTV decoy to 
divert attention to GBTV in order to divert attention away from the underlying agenda behind GBTV:  To 
produce a Mormon U.S. President.  
 
If so, a quite clever redirect of the Alinsky-methods that keep the world’s supreme narcissist tunneling 
through the debris of humankind for votes, re-directing his focus away from himself long enough to destroy 
himself – by employing Newton’s 3rd Law of Motion – remotely, that is to say, relativistically:  Destroy 
himself by attempting to destroy that which is opposite of ‘him’ – in Ovid’s water pool. 
 
The foregoing, is a wildly wonderful notion of the potential of an enslaved mentality escaping to higher levels 
of mind through the channels of regressing mind-enslavement to come out at a place that has freed society 
from ‘its own kind’.  
 
Do you deserve credit for taking down one element of the credo in America’s history that has produced a 
Wilson, FDR and an Obama?  Indeed, you do – you’ve been as much a pawn of a larger system as have they: 
Mind Control under the guise of ideological religion implementing socio-political ideologies. Both consumed 



with ‘self’, while the poor God of Science just goes on underwriting all of the ignorance of these ages of man, 
without a name that works to vindicate him from the subjective ideologies of a cosmic amplitude of ‘self’.   
 
He came close in Quantum Mechanics, but he doesn’t like being called a ‘Higgs-Boson Particle’ – and time 
will prove this, unequivocally..  No one would – so the semantics of reconstruction of the cosmos simply do not 
appeal.   
 
Maimonides’, exemplary of the Hebrew religion a thousand years ago, is another ‘strawman’ of a system – in 
Spain’s Cordoba under Roman rule - which did not survive – among hundreds of thousands of ‘strawmen’ 
throughout history – each in accord with ‘its’ venal capacity to be a pawn of an ideology designed to defeat 
society at large – a venal system of who gets God’s approval and who does not – never inquiring of he who is 
living ‘the system’ one individual at a time.  
   
Maybe, but not likely – you, Mr. Beck, had something in mind that would allegorically, euphemistically, 
relieve the masses, by initiating a more pervasive socio-political theology of ways to finesse ‘indenturement’ to 
appear as being a higher socio-political system than is its current social label. You are too steeped in Mormon 
theology to worry about escaping Obama’s Black-Liberation theology. Your theological power-group wants 
to win – and thinks that its time of ‘conquering’ the human spirit, is ‘now’:  Two Mormon strawmen whose 
time has come: Romney and Huntsman.   
 
If there were a war of Cultist-religious gods, yours would win.  Mormonism managed to overcome a history 
of refusing Black-Skins - Negroes - admittance to The Temple, and of incubating a socio-genic cultural 
dynamic of polygamous in-breeding - now to have produced a clear and present social  
danger of either of two Mormon missionaries to become president following America's first authentic dictator 
(FDR clone).  But, the Mormons did take care of their own through the Great Depression and WWII - as did 
no other religious organization. 
 


